Structure and polymorphism of bipolar isopranyl ether lipids from archaebacteria.
We describe in this work the structure and polymorphism of a variety of lipids extracted from Sulfolobus solfataricus, an extreme thermoacidophilic archaebacterium growing at about 85 degrees C and pH 2. These lipids are quite different from the usual fatty acid lipids of eukaryotes and prokaryotes: each molecule consists of two C40 omega-omega' biphytanyl residues (with 0 to 4 cyclopentane groups per residue), ether linked at both ends to two (variably substituted) glycerol or nonitol groups. Four lipid preparations were studied; the total and the polar lipid extracts, and two hydrolytic fractions, the symmetric glycerol dialkyl glycerol tetraether and the asymmetric glycerol dialkyl nonitol tetraether, as a function of water content and temperature, using X-ray scattering techniques. The main conclusions from the study of the four lipid preparations can be summarized as follows. (1) As with other lipids, a remarkable number and variety of phases are observed over a temperature-concentration range close to "physiological" conditions. The possibility is discussed that this polymorphism reflects a fundamental property of lipids, closely related to their physiological rôle. (2) As in other lipids, two types of chain conformations are observed: a disordered one (type alpha) at high temperature; at lower temperature, a more ordered packing of stiff chains, all parallel to each other (type beta'). At temperatures and degrees of hydration approaching the conditions prevailing in the living cell, the conformation is of type alpha. (3) In all the phases with chains in the alpha conformation, the unsubstituted glycerol headgroups, whose concentration is high in these lipids, segregate in the hydrocarbon matrix, away from the other polar groups. This property may have interesting biological consequences: for example, the chains of a fraction of the bipolar lipid molecules can span hydrocarbon gaps as wide as 75 A. (4) Two cubic phases are observed in the total and the polar lipid extracts, which display a remarkable degree of metastability, most unusual in lipid phase transitions involving structures with chains in the alpha conformation. This phenomenon can be explained by the interplay of the physical structure of the cubic phases (the two contain two intertwined and unconnected three-dimensional networks of rods) and the chemical structure of the lipid molecules: the two headgroups of most molecules being anchored on each of the two networks of rods, the migration of the lipid molecules is hindered by the two independent diffusion processes and by the entanglement of the chains.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 400 WORDS)